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A time and a place…English

Narrative , Script writing, Formal letters, Informal 
letters, Poetry, Reports, Newspaper 
article, Campaigns, Speeches, Diary extracts, Debates

Maths
Number and Place Value
Inc: measures (length), money, time,
Addition and Subtraction

Inc: Measures (length), money, statistics,
Multiplication and Division

Inc: perimeter, area, length,
Fractions
Times Tables

Inc: Table Fables, TT Rockstars

Science: Forces & Magnets
What might a contraption need to close safely and securely 
if carrying something extremely precious and fragile?

Art and Design Technology
What skills and tools does a sculptor need when 
working with clay?
What famous historic designers or architects have 
made an impact on art and design of today?
To design and make an appealing and functional item 
fit for purpose.

Humanities
History: A study of history beyond 1066. Ancient 
Egypt
Geography: Locating world countries and their 
position from the equator

Physical Education
Competitive games
Team games and individual skill work using 
various sport apparatus and equipment

Religious Education
Hinduism: What does it mean to be a 
Hindu in Britain today?
Christianity: SALVATION: Why do 

Christians call the day Jesus died 
‘Good Friday’? Easter

PSHE
MAKING A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION
Why do we have rules? (Citizenship)
What does ‘proud’ mean? (Good to be 
Me)

French
Colours, Animals , Food
WeatherMusic

Covid-safe CharangaComputing
Use computers as a tool for 
research and extract facts from the 
internet safely

What influences has Ancient Egypt had on modern society?
Is it important to document the present for, what will be, history?
Does history play a part in how we behave in the world of today? 
Why is it important for us to protect historical documentation?

Social: How did Ancient Egypt affect modern society?

Political: What effect did wealth, influence and social attitudes have on 
the lives of those in Ancient Egypt?

Historical: How can we learn about life of the people and traditions in 
Ancient Egypt? 

Environmental: How does the landscape of Egypt differ from Ancient 
times to present day? Animals? 

Critical: The rise and fall of Ancient Egypt? What was life like?

Ethical: How did the goddess Ma’at personify ‘truth’ ‘order’ and ‘balance’ 
in Ancient Egypt?

Philosophical: To what extent does the history of Ancient Egypt have 
emotionally on present day society? Why is Egypt regarded as a place of 
wisdom and philosophy?

Spiritual: Why did Ancient Egyptians believe all aspects of life were 
controlled by supernatural powers?

ANCIENT EGYPT


